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Abstract (en)
Anti-noise and vibration-isolating device for continuously supported rails (1) in an embedded rail system for railway vehicles, wherein the rails (1)
have a rail head (2) and a rail foot (3) connected to each other by a rail web (4) with two lateral sides (5), said rails (1) presenting a longitudinal web
cavity (6) at least at one of the lateral sides (5) between the rail head (2) and the rail foot (3), whereby the anti-noise and vibration-isolating device
comprises a longitudinal elastic boot (7) for covering the rail (1) and leaving the rail head (2) at least partially exposed, the boot (7) comprising at
least one enveloping part (10) designed to extend on either side of the rail (1) so as to envelope at least the rail foot (3) and the two lateral sides (5)
of the rail (1), the enveloping part (10) having an inner side (8), which at least partially fits close to the rail (1) installed in the boot (7), and having
at least one longitudinal cavity (11), which corresponds to the longitudinal web cavity (6) of the rail (1) between the rail head (2) and the rail foot
(3), whereby the longitudinal cavity (11) of the enveloping part (10) is located at its outer side, opposite to its inner side (8) and said boot (7) further
comprises at least one elastic filling part (12) that is applied with strength into said longitudinal cavity (11) of the enveloping part (10) in order to
secure the enveloping part (10) to the rail (1).
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